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Abstract
In their quest to better understand and predict human behavior, consumer researchers have been relatively
unaffected by a growing trend in the social sciences—the interplay between economics and psychology. This is
not necessarily a surprise given that consumer researchers are often trained within the psychology paradigm and
often get little exposure to economics. The main purpose of this article, therefore, is to (a) introduce consumer
researchers to methods of experimental economics, and (2) propose situations in which its tools and procedures
can provide alternative approaches to common problems in consumer research. The article is divided into two
main sections. First, it describes four key practices that characterize a typical economic experiment, and
discusses how they can be applied to consumer research. The article then presents two procedures commonly
used in experimental economics to elicit preferences and beliefs.
Keywords: experimental economics, consumer research, lab experiments, methodology
1. Introduction
Experimentation is a common methodology used in consumer research. However, most of the experiments found
in consumer-focused journals follow the experimental norms used in psychology. In contrast, the experimental
methods developed in economics are virtually absent.
One might suggest that experimental economics has little to offer to consumer research; hence, its absence. A
more likely explanation, however, arises from the traditional dichotomy in marketing as a field—i.e.,
quantitative/economics training vs. consumer behavior/psychology training. Experimental economics and
consumer behavior not only adopt similar methodological approaches (i.e., lab and field experiments), but they
also share similar goals—i.e., to better understand and predict how individuals behave in the market place.
Consumer research’s inherent interdisciplinary nature would benefit significantly from a trend that is already in
course in the social sciences—i.e., the interplay between psychology and economics.
The main purpose of this article is to (a) introduce psychologically-trained consumer researchers to experimental
economics, and (b) propose situations in which its tools and procedures can provide alternative approaches to
common problems in consumer research. It is not the purpose of this article to promote experimental economics
as a superior or replacement methodology for traditional psychological experiments, but rather to discuss when
the practices of experimental economics can augment current practices in consumer research. It is also not the
purpose of this article to answer the legitimate criticisms of experimental economics. As with all research
practices, the experimental economics approach has strengths and weaknesses, and while some of these issues
are mentioned here, they are not discussed in detail. This article has two main sections. First, it describes the four
key practices that characterize a typical economic experiment, and discusses how each applies to consumer
research. Then, the article presents two common procedures used in experimental economics to elicit preferences
and beliefs. Throughout these two sections, suggestions for future research are made. Finally, the article
concludes.
2. Four Key Practices in Economic Experiments
An economic experiment commonly includes four basic practices that distinguish it from a typical psychological
experiment: abstraction, stationary replication, consequential incentives, and the absence of deception. In this
section, each practice will be described and then the article will discuss how it may be applied to consumer
research.
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2.1 Abstraction
2.1.1 Explanation
Abstraction in economic experiments refers to the practice of employing general and neutral terminology in
experimental instructions and stimulus materials (Davis & Holt, 1993; Holt, 1995; Kachelmeier & Shehata,
1997). Economists believe that abstraction provides three important benefits: generalization of experimental
results (i.e., greater external validity), better theory testing, and better replication.
2.1.2 Generalizability
Suggestive terms can alter experimental results significantly. For example, Ross and Ward (1996) and Liberman,
Samuels, and Ross (2004) report that changing the title of a simple prisoner’s dilemma game from “The
Community Game” to the “Wall Street Game” drops the rate of cooperation significantly. Burnham, McCabe,
and Smith (2000) make a more subtle change to a two-player reciprocity game. They simply change the work
“opponent” in the experimental instructions to “partner” and find that this small change results in more than a
doubling of trust as measured by experimental outcomes.
Abstracting experimental materials through the use of relatively neutral terms represents an attempt to increase
the generalizability of experimental results by reducing the biases due to the use of suggestive terms (e.g., Fehr
& Zych, 1998; Fehr, Gächter, & Kirchsteiger, 1997; Güth, Ivanova-Stenzel, & Tjotta, 2004; Irlenbusch & Sutter,
2006; Potters & van Winden, 2000). For example, the following instruction describes an auction experiment:
Today we are going to set up a market in which some of you will be buyers and others will be sellers. The
commodity to be traded is divided into distinct items or ‘units’. We will not specify a name for the commodity;
we will simply refer to units. Trading will occur in a sequence of trading periods. The prices that you negotiate in
each trading period will determine your earnings, in dollars and cents (Davis & Holt, 1993).
This instruction employs relatively neutral terms (e.g., buyers, sellers, market, units, etc.) to describe the roles
participants will take on and the context in which decisions will be made. It is sufficiently abstract in that it is
unlikely to invoke behaviors associated with a specific market setting (e.g., like an auction) or a specific type of
buyer or seller in the market. Contrast this with an alternative version of the same instruction:
Today we are going to set up an auction in which some of you will be art collectors and others will be art
auctioneers. The product to be auctioned is paintings. The experiment will consist of a sequence of auctions. The
prices that you negotiate through bidding in each auction will determine your wealth, in dollars and cents.
This instruction uses terminology that is specific to an art auction. It is less abstract because the specific terms
employed in the instruction (e.g., art collectors, auctioneers, auction, paintings, and bidding) may induce
participants to behave in a manner they believe to be proper at an art auction, which may differ significantly
from the behavior participants believe to be appropriate in other auction environments (i.e., e-bay, cattle auctions,
etc.). Of course, if the explicit goal of the researcher is to study art auctions, this can be desirable, but even in
this case it can be instructive to run multiple conditions with specific and generalized terminology to discover
how this specificity alters consumer behavior.
2.1.3 Theory Testing
The temptation to design initial experiments to mimic the real world can be strong, but if the purpose of an
experiment is to test theory, then the goal should not necessarily be to recreate the real world. Instead,
researchers might want to employ the most parsimonious procedure possible that still contains the key elements
needed to test the theory of interest. Such procedures can be so simple that they bear little resemblance to the real
world situations to which the theory applies. Abstract terminology can help simplify the experimental context
and therefore make the conclusions of the theory easier to observe and test. The strength of this approach is that
if even in its simplest form, the theory does not hold, then its ability to hold in the real world seems less plausible.
When the researcher wishes to “stress test” the theory, it then becomes appropriate to add increasing real-world
complexity to experimental approaches.
2.1.4 Replication
Abstraction can also aid researchers in the replication and comparison of results. If a researcher wishes to
compare how a market in a retail setting (where sellers set prices) compares to a market in an auction setting
(where buyers bid prices), abstraction allows the experimental designs to be very similar—differing in a few
moderating variables of interest (e.g., whether the price is proposed by the buyer or seller), but employing the
same terminology and measuring the same dependent variables. The cumulative result of this approach is a large
quantity of easily comparable experiments, where the robustness of the findings can be readily assessed
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(Camerer, 2003). This is one of the great strengths of the economic approach to experimentation.
2.1.5 Abstraction in Consumer Research
Few experiments in consumer research adopt abstract or relatively de-contextualized instructions. This is not
necessarily a surprise. Consumer researchers have traditionally followed the opposite route, such that
contextualization, rather than abstraction, represents one of the key ingredients of a proper experiment, because
rich detail should increase external validity. However, external validity associated with a single real-world
context is not the same thing as generalizability to many contexts. In order to achieve generalizability, some
consumer researchers have applied variations of an experimental procedure to multiple contexts (e.g., five
different product categories). This practice should be preferred when the nature of dependent variables are such
that abstraction is not feasible. However, when a relatively context-neutral variation of the experimental design
can be performed (and this can be in addition to experiments with more specific terminology), the results can
significantly strengthen the claim to generalizability. Moreover, consumer researchers might be interested in
using “level of abstraction” as a moderating factor, where the highly abstract condition represents a “baseline,”
and more contextualized scenarios address additional aspects of interest.
2.2 Stationary Replication
2.2.1 Explanation
Experimental economists predominantly study what they call steady-state or equilibrium behavior (Camerer,
1997). In other words, economists favor knowing what decision a person will typically make after facing the
decision many times over knowing what that person will decide when facing the decision the first or second time.
In the lab, economists worry that initial behaviors observed during an experimental session may not persist as
participants get more comfortable with the lab environment and as they further explore the choices available to
them (Binmore, 1994). Furthermore, when participants make decisions that interact with the decisions of other
participants (as in a market or game experiment—discussed later), their decisions may change as they learn how
to maximize their payoffs within such interaction (Hertwig & Ortmann, 2001).
For this reason, experimental economists, whenever possible, will conduct repeated trials (i.e., decision rounds)
with the participants repeatedly making the same decisions under the same conditions in a single experimental
session. This practice is called stationary replication. Note that in interaction experiments, a matching protocol is
typically used to randomly assign experimental participants in each round so that no two participants ever
interact twice during the experimental session. This practice eliminates reputation effects that would violate the
“same conditions” requirement of stationary replication.
In addition to studying steady-state decisions, stationary replication has also been used to study how
experimental trials converge toward the prediction of a theory. Such is the case in the learning literature, for
instance, where the researcher is interested in how quickly participants converge to their steady-state behaviors
and which factors influence the speed and nature of this convergence (see Camerer & Ho, 1999, for an example
of how learning is studied in experimental economics).
2.2.2 Stationary Replication in Consumer Research
As with abstraction, stationary replication is uncommon in consumer research. However, there are many
instances in which repeated trials seem appropriate in consumer contexts. First, consumer researchers care about
consumer learning, and stationary replication can be useful in assessing it. For example, although cues and
heuristic processing often bias consumer decisions, it is less clear the extent to which learning plays a role in the
process. Hertwig and Ortmann (2001) examine the articles in Koehler’s (1996) comprehensive review of
Bayesian reasoning research; specifically they focus on psychology articles that contain original data
demonstrating Kahneman and Tversky’s (1973) base-rate fallacy. Of the 106 articles examined, only 11 (10%)
provided participants with feedback after each trial. But Harrison (1994) demonstrates that when participants
gained experience through feedback over repeated trials they were not influenced by the representative heuristic
(the explanation given by Kahneman and Tversky for the base-rate fallacy).
Second, consumer researchers are also interested in consumer-buyer interactions. Since many of these
interactions repeat themselves multiple times in a relatively short period of time (e.g., tipping or price
bargaining), stationary replication seems an appropriate approach to adopt. How does behavior vary as a function
of the repeated interaction? How does reputation influence repeated interactions? These are common questions
that can be addressed with repeated trials.
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2.3 Consequentialism
2.3.1 Explanation
Smith (1982) specifies conditions for a proper incentive design in an economic experiment. This article will
focus on two: salience and dominance. An experiment is salient if participants’ rewards are tied to their decisions
or actions. Thus, an experiment that simply pays participants for participation is not salient because their
decisions are independent of their payment. Put differently, a salient experiment must make payoffs dependent
on choice alternatives. An experiment satisfies the condition of dominance if the rewards tied to decisions
dominate any subjective (i.e., non-financial) costs associated with experimental participation. That is, rewards
(monetary or otherwise) must be sufficiently high so that it is worthwhile for participants to apply their best
effort toward accomplishing an experimental task. Note that because dominance requires that rewards be tied to
decisions, if the dominance criterion is satisfied, the salience criterion is necessarily satisfied also.
From here on, incentives that meet these two criteria (salience and dominance) will be referred to as
“consequential” incentives. Consequential incentives in experiments can provide important benefits. They can (a)
capture emotional reactions integral to the decision making process, (b) reduce demand artifacts, (c) change
learning patterns, and (d) increase statistical power and reduce type I & II errors.
2.3.2 Emotional Reactions
It is well established that people have a hard time predicting how they would behave in an actual situation (Holt
& Laury, 2002; Loewenstein & Schkade, 1999). Part of the reason is that even minor emotional changes can
influence judgment and decision making (for a review, see Cohen, Pham, & Andrade, 2008) and hypothetical
environments tend to mitigate the intensity of the emotion and its impact on decision making. For example,
Loewenstein and Adler (1995) showed that the endowment effect is mitigated when people face hypothetical
instead of actual scenarios. Specifically, participants who owned the target object asked for higher selling prices
than those asked to imagine they owned the object. In a similar vein, Andrade and Iyer (2009) demonstrate that
in a sequence of two fair gambles, people plan to reduce the amount bet after an anticipated loss, but end up
betting more than planned once the loss is felt. As consequential incentives are intrinsically associated with
emotional reactions and people frequently misestimate the impact of emotions on their own future preferences
(for a review, see Loewenstein & Schkade, 1999; Van Boven & Kane, 2006), the use of consequential incentives
is under many circumstances likely to be beneficial to our understanding of how consumers behave in the market
place.
2.3.3 Demand Artifacts
A common problem in experimental research refers to participants’ guessing of the hypothesis being tested, and,
as result, their deliberate or even unconscious attempt to confirm the researcher’s intuitions. Such demand
artifacts are problematic as they may lead to an inferential mistake with regard to the cause of a given observed
effect (Kruglanski, 1975; Sawyer, 1975; Shimp, Hyatt, & Snyder, 1991). A common solution has usually been to
identify and throw out hypothesis guessers. As Shimp et al. point out, there are several problems with this
approach. First, the measurement of hypothesis guessing is far from perfect. For instance, many participants may
not want to spend time elaborating on the true purpose of the experiment at the end of a tiring session. Also,
many may properly guess the hypothesis only when they are prompted with the question and asked to directly
think about it. In the former case, there are participants who know the hypothesis but are not motivated to
properly elaborate on it in an open-ended question, whereas, in the latter case, there are participants who are
in-hindsight-hypothesis-guessers. Second, those who indeed knew the hypothesis and reported it at the end of the
session might or might not have been influenced by it during the experiment. In other words, guessing a
researcher’s hypothesis does not necessarily mean that a participant will try to (dis)confirm the researcher's
hypothesis.
Consequential incentives can minimize demand artifacts by reducing the impact of hypothesis guessing. The
reason is simple. When no incentives are at stake, “pleasing the experimenter” is an appealing option and thus,
this is more likely to bias one’s judgment and decision-making. As the consequences (financial or otherwise) of a
decision become more prominent, however, participants might naturally be less concerned about matching their
behavior to the researcher’s hypothesis than to choose the option that best improves their wellbeing. Take
Andrade and Ho’s (2007) experiment on interpersonal negotiations and emotions as an example. The authors
show that proposers take into consideration receivers’ incidental affective state (anger vs. happiness) before
making an offer in the ultimatum game. In a series of rounds where proposers were matched with different
receivers, right before the offer was made, the proposer was informed on whether the receiver in that particular
round was happy (had watched an episode of the sitcom “Friends”) or angry (had watched a drama where an
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employee reacts aggressively after being fired by an arrogant boss). It seemed clear by the design (a
within-participants manipulation of receiver’s incidental affect) and procedure that the experimenter wanted to
know whether proposers would take receivers’ incidental feelings into account before making an offer. In other
words, demand artifacts were possible in such circumstances. However, since the experiment used consequential
incentives, an attempt to confirm the experimenter’s hypothesis would increase proposers’ chances of losing part
of their own participation fee (and they were fully aware of it).
In short, whereas demand artifacts are a common problem and may be present in many experiments in consumer
behavior, the use of consequential incentives can in general help attenuate its effect, as it creates a tradeoff
between choosing the option that best fits (a) the participant’s well-being versus (b) the experimenter’s
hypothesis. In a classic economic experiment, participants often have a clear idea of what the experimenter
wants to know (see discussion on deception latter on), however, given that consequential incentives are at stake,
participants are usually more concerned about their financial wellbeing than about hypothesis guessing and/or
impression management.
2.3.4 Learning
In many experimental scenarios participants have the opportunity to learn from previous decisions before
making subsequent choices. There is robust evidence to suggest that consequential incentives increase learning
effort (Castellan, 1969; Irwin, McClelland, & Schulze, 1992; Jamal & Sunder, 1991; List & Cherry, 2000;
Phillips & Edwards, 1966). For example, List and Cherry (2000) demonstrate the influence of incentives on
learning with the ultimatum game. The basic idea of this two-player game is that Player 1 proposes how to
divide a sum of money and Player 2 accepts (resulting in the agreed upon division of the sum of money) or
rejects (resulting in a payoff of zero for both players). The theoretical prediction for this game is that Player 1
proposes to give Player 2 the smallest, non-zero amount possible and Player 2 accepts. When participants play
multiple rounds of the ultimatum game with low stakes (the pot to be divided is $20), proposers offer much more
than the minimum throughout all ten rounds of the experiment. However, when the stakes are high (e.g., the pot
is $400) proposers offer less each round, producing a statistically significant convergence toward the theoretical
prediction and responders continue to accept proposer’s offers.
2.3.5 Statistical Issues
Consequential incentives can reduce noise and increase statistical power (Camerer & Hogarth, 1999; Smith &
Walker, 1993). While consequential incentives cannot reduce the noise that enters data through unintended
artifacts that stem from inadequate experimental design, they can reduce the noise that stems from
under-motivated subjects, slow learning, hypothesis guessing, and in general those data artifacts that arise from
subjects who don’t put in their best effort in following experimenter instructions. This reduction in noise
consequently leads to a reduction in Type II errors. The main benefit here is that when statistical power is
increased, fewer subjects are needed to show significant relationships between dependent and independent
variables.
2.3.6 Consequentialism in Consumer Research
Consequential incentives are more common in consumer research than abstraction and stationary replication and
they seem to be gaining some traction there, but the vast majority of experiments in consumer research do not
employ them, and of those that do, many employ incentives small enough to challenge the dominance criterion.
This should be surprising. Many consumer decisions lead to different material consequences (i.e., the choice of
changing a pension plan, betting $100 extra bucks on the roulette table, eating a chocolate Budino after dinner,
etc.), which in turn may influence one’s material and emotional well-being both in the short term and the long
term. Such consequences imply that the use of consequential incentives would be highly compatible with
consumer research conducted in the lab.
Furthermore, current consumer research presents a variety of commonly studied dependent variables that are
compatible with the use of consequential incentives. Such dependent variables include preference measurements
and related measures (e.g., preference, liking, choice, willingness to pay, purchase intent, attitudes, affect, etc.),
evaluations (e.g., brand evaluations, product evaluations, attribute evaluations, advertisement evaluations,
product quality evaluations, etc.), judgments (including forecasts or predictions), and tasks (e.g., memory and
recall tasks, cognitive tasks, search tasks, clerical tasks, etc.). With respect to these dependent variables, BDM
procedures can be used for preference and evaluation related measures, quadratic scoring for judgment measures
(these two procedures will be addressed later in this article), and other forms of consequential incentives for
tasks (discussed presently).
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2.4 Types of Consequential Incentives
There are various types of tasks that are commonly employed in consumer research that are compatible with the
use of consequential incentives (see Bonner, Hastie, Sprinkle, & Young (2000) for one taxonomy of incentive
schemes). A short list of popular incentive schemes is provided here.
2.4.1 Piece-Rates
Piece-rates pay a predefined amount of money for each task, unit of output, or increased level of performance.
For example, in a memory task, a participant might receive $0.25 for each successful digit they can recall in a
memorized series of digits. Or in a market experiment, a participant might receive a $1.00 profit for every unit
sold. This type of incentive scheme is perhaps the most basic type of incentive scheme that can be employed
consequentially, and variants of this scheme are the most prevalent in experimental economics (Lee, 2007).
Because this type of incentive scheme is very simple, it is easy to explain and easy to understand.
2.4.2 Thresholds
Goal- or quota-based incentives award a bonus for reaching some level of performance (i.e., the payment
function has a discontinuous jump). Research suggests that thresholds also increase intrinsic motivation when
compared to other incentive schemes (Bonner et al., 2000); however, because subject behavior may be
significantly different when performance is close to the threshold, this payment scheme has limited use in the
laboratory (Lee, 2007) unless it is specifically employed to study goals and quotas.
2.4.3 Probabilistic Incentives
Probabilistic incentive schemes employ payments that are paid with some probability between zero and one (i.e.,
lotteries). Such schemes can be used to reduce the costs of the researcher when an experiment involves large
numbers of participants or multiple trials. For example, suppose ten participants must each make a real choice
between two MP3 players. The cost of offering this choice to all participants can be significantly reduced by
randomly choosing one participant per session to receive their chosen MP3 player. When an experiment involves
multiple trials, costs can be reduced by choosing a subset of trials at random that will provide real payments.
Uncertainty can also be used to incentivize competing goals. For example, Billeter, Kalra, and Loewenstein
(2011) incentivize both prediction accuracy and performance in Snoddy’s (1926) classic star tracing task. When
subjects complete this task, they roll a die to see whether payment will be based on performance (a roll of 1–5)
or both performance and accuracy (a roll of 6). This randomization scheme places heavy weight on performance,
but also places some weight on prediction accuracy. Consequently, subjects are motivated to perform their best
on both tasks (instead of manipulating their performance to match their accuracy predictions).
2.4.4 Competitive Incentives
Competitive incentive schemes pay participants based on their performance rank relative to other participants.
For example, a memory task could be administered in a tournament with ten participants where the highest
performer receives a cash prize of $100. A problem arises when payoffs are tournament-based. Participants who
feel the likelihood of performing better than others (and thus receiving the prize) is very low may not be
motivated to put in any effort (Bull, Schotter, & Weigelt, 1987; Dye, 1984; Friedman & Sunder, 1994). This lack
of motivation would then violate the dominance criterion for these subjects. For this and other reasons (Dye,
1984), incentives based on individual performance are preferred in most cases to competitive incentives. The
main exceptions to this guideline occur when a tournament incentive scheme is necessary to the experimental
manipulation or when the experimental design employs tournaments in order to recreate real-world
tournament-based incentives (Lim, Ahearne, & Sung, 2009; Lim, 2010).
2.4.5 Real Choices
Another possibility is to use real choices (e.g., a choice between two candy bars, a choice between multiple
lotteries, a choice between possible courses of action, etc.). Importantly, when real choices are used, the
difference in perceived value between the alternatives in the choice set should be large enough to meet the
dominance criterion.
2.5 Absence of Deception
2.5.1 Explanation
The fourth important practice in an economic experiment is the absence of deception (Davis & Holt, 1993;
Friedman & Sunder, 1994; Hey, 1998; Ledyard, 1995). Participants are never given a cover story, researchers
never employ confederates to pose as participants, and while a researcher may not reveal all relevant information
to participants during an experimental session, the information that is provided in either written or verbal form is
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always true.
The “no deception” rule is particularly crucial when the instructions are related to people and payoffs. For
instance, imagine a participant, who is told that she is playing a game with someone else, is in fact playing with a
computer. Further imagine that this becomes a recurrent approach in the lab. Over time, suspicion might build
causing participants to behave differently (e.g., cooperate more often in a prisoner’s dilemma game when
participants believe they are playing with a computer than when they believe the other player is a person
(Andreoni & Miller, 1993)). Likewise, imagine a study participant is told the probability of winning a given
gamble is 45%, but in fact it is 70%. Over time, participants may distrust information about payoff structures and
again behave in a different manner. Since, participants often participate in multiple experiments conducted at the
same lab, mistrust in the instructions is a real possibility and should be guarded against.
2.5.2 Absence of Deception in Consumer Research
Both the American Psychological Association and the American Sociological Association have rules of conduct
stating that deception should only be used in experiments when the extent of the deception is justified by the
expected benefits of the study and when effective non-deceptive alternative procedures are not feasible (APA,
2002; ASA, 1999). Despite these rules of conduct, the Journal of Experimental Social Psychology in 2002
published 117 studies, 53% of which used deception (Hertwig & Ortmann, 2008a). Epley and Huff (1998)
analyzed the use of deception in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology in 1996 and found that 42% of
studies employed some form of deception. In marketing research the use of deception increased from 43% in
1975–1976 to 56% in 1996–1997 (Kimmel, 2001). The survey of the Journal of Consumer Research revealed
that 38% of studies employ some form of deception, mostly in the form of cover stories. As Hertwig and
Ortmann (2008b) state, “It is difficult to reconcile the still relatively high prevalence of (deception) with the
notion that deception is reserved for those cases in which the study’s prospective value justifies its use and
effective alternatives are not feasible.”
Although deception may be needed in some experiments in consumer research, it is possible to minimize its use
under some circumstances without any detriment to the research. This is particularly true when consequential
incentives are employed. For example, meaningful incentives can sometimes overcome the need for a cover story.
Moreover, to minimize the impact and contamination of suspicion effects, an experimental lab can use separate
participant pools that follow different criteria for the use of deceptive techniques.
3. Procedures to Elicit Preferences and Beliefs
In addition to the four practices just presented, consumer researchers often rely on measures of preference and
beliefs to answer their research questions. Experimental economists often employ two procedures that can be
used to elicit preferences (in the form of willingness to pay estimates) and beliefs (in the form of probability
judgments) in a consequential manner.
3.1 The BDM Procedure
During an experiment where estimates of willingness to pay (WTP) for a good are elicited from participants,
consequential incentives can be used to increase the likelihood that participants will provide honest, careful
estimates. This is accomplished through the use of the BDM procedure (Becker, DeGroot, & Marschak, 1964).
The procedure is clearly articulated in the following example script adapted from Wertenbrock and Skiera
(2002):
“How much money you are willing to spend for this (product). The purchase price is not yet determined.
Once you state your highest willingness to pay, you may then draw a ball from this urn. The balls are
labeled with different prices. If you draw a price that is less than or equal to the price you tell me, you
will have to buy the (product) for the price you drew from the urn. If the price you draw is greater than
the price you tell me, you will not be able to buy the (product). This procedure ensures that it is best for
you to truthfully reveal the maximum price you are willing to pay. If you tell me a price that is higher,
you may actually have to pay that higher price. If you tell me a price that is lower, you may be
disappointed that you can’t buy at a price that is lower than your “true” price. Note that you cannot
influence the purchase price with the price you tell me. Because you draw the purchase price from the
urn, it is completely random and independent of whatever you tell me. Do you have any questions?
Now, what is the maximum amount you are willing to pay for this _______?” (p. 239–240)
The BDM procedure uses randomization to pit two opposing goals against each other (i.e., obtaining the good vs.
paying a desirable price). Note that 1) it is important to ask for the “highest” price the participant is willing to
pay, instead of simply for “how much” the participant is willing to pay; 2) it is important that the participant
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recognizes that the procedure used to generate the actual purchase price is not influenced by her decision and
that the price generated has a reasonable likelihood of being either above or below her stated price; and 3) it is
critical to explain why the optimal strategy for any participant is to name her true willingness-to-pay. Of course,
this script can be easily adapted to accommodate other randomization devices other than urns full of balls with
prices on them.
This procedure can be easily applied to attitude or intention-like measures. For instance, consumer researchers
often ask participants to indicate their liking for a good on a Likert scale. In addition to such questions which
have no attached consequential incentives to be truthful, a research could also measure the participants’ WTP
using the BDM procedure.
3.2 Quadratic Scoring
When a meteorologist predicts a 20% chance of rain or a pundit predicts a 65% chance that a candidate will be
elected, these are probability judgments. Such judgments can be useful in an experimental setting to elicit a
participant’s beliefs. In order to elicit truthful, effortful probability judgments from participants, a researcher can
tie consequential incentives to a scoring rule.
A scoring rule assigns a score to a probability judgment based on its associated, observed outcome. For example,
suppose an urn contains twenty red balls and ten white, and that the task is to judge the probability of drawing a
red ball from the urn (without knowing beforehand the color distribution in the urn). One possible scoring rule
for the probability judgment is to award a score equal to the participant’s stated probability (p) if a red ball is
drawn and to award a score of one minus the probability (1 – p) if a white ball is drawn. Such a scoring rule
associates the probability judgment with the outcome of the random draw from the urn, but in this case, the rule
will not likely induce the assessor to state her true belief about the likelihood of drawing a red ball. A participant
who wishes to maximize her score under this rule is likely to predict extreme probabilities (e.g., p = 1, when her
true belief is any probability between .5 and 1 or p = 0 when her true belief is any probability between .5 and 0
(Nelson & Bessler, 1989)).
In order to induce the participant to truthfully reveal her belief about the probability, a “strictly proper” scoring
rule must be used. A scoring rule is “proper” if the assessor can only maximize her score for a probability
distribution F by issuing a probabilistic forecast of F. In lay terms, a scoring rule is proper if it prompts
forecasters to provide a forecast consistent with their beliefs. A rule is “strictly” proper if the maximum is unique
(Gneiting & Raftery, 2007).
Though multiple strictly-proper scoring rules exist (e.g., quadratic, spherical, logarithmic, etc.; see Winkler et al.
(1996) for a review of strictly proper scoring rules), the most commonly used proper scoring rule is the quadratic
scoring rule (McKelvey & Page 1990; Nyarko & Schotter, 2002; Palfrey & Wang, 2009), where the payoff is
determined by a quadratic function of the probability estimate. Table 1 is an example table that that implements a
strictly-proper, quadratic scoring rule that assigns $(2p – p2) if a blue ball is drawn from an urn of blue and red
balls and assigns $(1 – p2) if a red ball is drawn; p here represents the subject’s predicted probability of drawing
a blue ball. This table can be included with the following instructions to the respondent: “In the table below,
circle the percentage in the first column that you think best represents the likelihood of drawing a blue ball from
the urn. The amounts in the next two columns represent your payoffs in dollars if either a blue or a red ball is
drawn.”
In this example, if a participant predicts that the probability of drawing a blue ball is 100% and a blue ball is
actually drawn, she receives $1.00. Alternatively, if a red ball is drawn, she receives nothing. Similarly, if she
predicts the probability of drawing a blue ball is 30%, she receives $0.51 if a blue ball is drawn and $0.91 if a
red ball is drawn.
Because this table implements a strictly proper scoring rule, it is always optimal for a subject to report their true
belief. Also note that a researcher can provide the proper incentive without having to use the word “probability”.
The use of a scoring table removes this need as well as the need for a participant to perform any calculations.
The task is relatively simple: choose from a menu of alternatives.
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Table 1. Payoff schedule for different judgments using quadratic scoring
Likelihood of drawing Blue

Payoff if Blue is drawn

Payoff if Red is drawn

0%

0.00

1.00

10%

0.19

0.99

20%

0.36

0.96

30%

0.51

0.91

40%

0.64

0.84

50%

0.75

0.75

60%

0.84

0.64

70%

0.91

0.51

80%

0.96

0.36

90%

0.99

0.19

100%

1.00

0.00

4. Conclusion
Ariely and Norton state (2007), “The lack of communication between psychology and economics is particularly
unfortunate because the fields share interest in similar topics that are of clear importance to public policy and
social welfare; at the same time, however, the gaps in approach are substantial and epistemological, so bridging
them is not trivial.”
This article contributes to the important goal of bridging psychology and economics by presenting practices and
procedures used by experimental economists to consumer researchers trained in the tradition of psychological
experiments. The intent of this article is to prompt consumer researchers who have been trained in the norms of
psychological experiments to allow these concepts to inform and augment their current methods and research. A
coming-together of these two disciplines can significantly enhance our understanding of how consumers make
decisions, how they interact with each other and with firms, and how changes in market rules and structure might
influence consumer behavior. Furthermore, greater involvement of psychologically-trained consumer researchers
in experimental economics will be important to understanding consumer behavior as well as improving the
methodology of experimental economics.
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